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Statement of the Problem
Purpose of the Study * - This study attempts to vali-
date the Kuder Preference Record in so far as it concerns
the activities of eighth grade pupils. It endeavors to dis-
cover at least a partial ansv/er to the question — To what
extent does the Kuder Preference Record measure interests
of pupils at eighth grade level?
It proposes to
1. Measure each pupil’s interests by means of
the Kuder Preference Record which uses nine general areas —
mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive, artistic,
literary, musical, social service, and clerical.
2. Procure from each pupil complete, accurate
lists of his daily activities, the same to express likes and
dislikes.
5. Gather findings of teacher-observation of ac-
tivities in anecdotal record form for each pupil.
4. Secure opinions of parents, teachers, scout-
leaders, clergymen, and others qualified to provide informa-
tion about individual pupil’s activities.
5. Utilize knowledge gained concerning special






6. Compare pupil interests as determined by the
Kuder Preference Record with interests as determined by the
2
record of pupil activities.
This study includes fcnr major sections: first, a
description of instruments and techniques used to measure
pupil interests; second, procedures used in accumulating in-
formation for the pupil activity record; third, assignment
of activities to interest areas with presentation of seven-
ft
teen illustrative cases; and fourth, a summary chapter of
findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
Significance of the study . - Each year* many eighth
grade pupils are given the Kuder Preference Record as an
aid in the vocational guidance of these pupils who are about
to enter high school. There is much discussion but very
limited evidence as to the value of interest tests at this
age level.
In hie article, "Vocational Interests and Vocational
Choice", Donald Super concludes:
Little is known of the role of experience
in the development of vocational interests in
the formative period -- adolescence. This is
still the outstanding problem to be studied.
1
Authorities agree that interest is a potent factor in
learning. Quotations such as the following are abundant:
1. Donald Super, "Vocational Interests and Vocational Choice,
Psychological Measurement
,






Interest of some kind is the secret of
learning and success.
^
Interest is essential as the starting
point of the educative process. 2
Granted then, that interest is the primary considera-
tion, the all-important question becomes -- Is the measure
of interest being used valid?
A search for an answer to the question instigated
this detailed study of the activities of an eighth grade class
of seventeen pupils located in an elementary school of ap-
proximately two hundred, situated in a mostly residential
suburb of Boston.
The material presented in the Pupil Activity Record
was accumulated during an eight month period.
Outline of the Study . - Chapter II gives a descrip-
tion of the instruments and techniques used. Particular
reference is made to the Kuder Preference Record and anec-
dotal record. Hov/ever, pupil activity lists as well as other
methods of securing pertinent data are discussed.
Chapter III contains an explanation of procedures
used in gathering information for Pupil Activity Record. Or-
ganization of a club as means of obtaining complete, accurate
activity lists from pupils is presented. This chapter also
TT C. A. Prosser, Selecting an Occupation (Life Adjustment
Series) (Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight and McKnight,
1945,) p . 15
2. Walter Munroe and Ruth Streitz, Directing and Learning in
the Elementary School (Garden City: Double Day Doran and







includes the use of the anecdotal record and its value in ac-
cumulation of the wealth of material gained from teacher -ob-
servations. Here also is information regarding significant
data such as concerns hobbies, favorite radio programs and
the like.
Chapter IV is a presentation of the seventeen illus-
trative cases with the assignment of activities into interest
areas. Each case deals with source of material, analysis of
information, and supporting evidence. Evaluation comments
to substantiate high and low interest ratings are also in-
cluded .
Chapter V is a report of findings, conclusions, and
recommendations based on this study.
Following immediately is Chapter II, which deals with











AND TECHNIQUES USED IN DETERMINING
OF EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS

CHAPTER II
INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES USED IN DETERMINING
INTERESTS OF EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS
Indicati on of interest. - Strong, author of "Vocational
Interest Elanks for Men and Women" says:
Experimentally, an interest is a response
of liking. 1
Detjen recognizes the factor of enjoyment as indica-
tive of interest. In an effort to cause pupils to think of
themselves in relation to their interests, he offers thirty-
six questions which involve like or dislike of varied activi-
ties.^
The instrument used in this study, the Kuder Prefer-
ence Record, is based on the choice between activities liked
least and activities liked most.
Therefore, the techniques employed by the writer
aimed primarily to discover activities to which the pupil
willingly devoted time and those in which he expressed en-
joyment in participation. Conversely, information as to un-
willing participation and expression of dislike was also
sought. Concerning the latter, pupils gave evidence of the
fact that such activities were by no means as impressionable
TL Edward K. Strong, Vocational Interests of Men and Women
,
(California: Stanford University Press, 1943) p. 6
2. Mary E. and Ervin W. Detjen, Home Room Guidance Programs
for the Junior High School Years (Boston: Hough ton









Sources of material . - Data for the Pupil Activity Rec-
ord was derived from four sources, - lists of activities sub-
mitted by the pupils, anecdotal records kept by the writer,
opinions of those qualified to express acquaintance with
activities as carried on by individual pupils, and knowledge
gained concerning special interests such as hobbies and
favorite radio programs.
A description of the Kuder Preference Record, its ad-
ministration and interpretation, follows immediately.
THE KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD
Description . - The Kuder Preference Record, copy-
righted by G. Frederick Kuder in 1S42 and published by
Science Research Associates, 228 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
4, Illinois:
is used for obtaining a systematic record
of preferences with respect to a variety of
activities. The resulting scores are to be
used to help one select occupations to inves-
tigate and consider for one’s life work.l
The interest measurement material consists of the
manual, pamphlet of items, answer pad, profile sheet and job
chart
.
1. G. Frederick Kuder, Preference Record (Form BB ) (Chicago 4,














In the manual is information in regard to purpose,
administration, scoring and constructing profiles, interpre-
tation of scores, validity, reliability, intercorrelations,
norms, masculini ty-f emininity scores, obtaining scores for
specific occupations, construction of the Preference Record,
scoring system, and references.
The pamphlet itself contains twelve pages, each one of
wnich lists forty-two activities. These activities are
lettered alphabetically and arranged in groups of three.
In the four-fold answer pad which is inserted, its
corresponding letters are in line with those on the itemized
pamphlet. Each letter is preceded and followed by a small
circle, the former being numbered one, and the latter, three.
The pupil is instructed to compare the activities in each
group, deciding which one he likes best and which, he likes
least. He is given a pin and told to punch a hole in number
one of the activity he prefers most and in number three of
the activity he prefers least.
One side of the profile sheet is for girls and the
other for boys, allowances for sex differences being made in
score ratings. These scores are arranged in nine areas,
namely: mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive,
artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical.
The job chart used for interpreting the profiles, con-
tains eighty-nine classifications of occupations according





This test was originally designed for high schools and
colleges. Therefore, it has one poor feature in that much of
the vocabulary is too difficult for eighth grade pupils. For
this same reason, some of the items are beyond their compre-
hension, also. However, it is widely used in junior high
schools with an accompanying glossary or some form of word
interpretation. Those who have used this test with benefit
in grade eight, (for example Keene, New Hampshire, Evanston,
Illinois, and numerous other places, many of them in the
vicinity of Boston) claim that, even though some of the items
must be discounted, there still seems to be a fair sampling
of pupil activities. This is due to the fact that there are
many (four hundred two) and varied activities included.
The Preference Record can be easily and quickly
administered without concern as to time limit. It is scored
with ease and increases pupil interest by giving them an
opportunity to aid in this scoring. Material for charting
scores is so constructed as to make them understandable to
pupil as well as counselor. Sufficient information is
provided for intelligent interpretation of scores. There is
also an economy factor in that the same pamphlet and job
charts can be used repeatedly, it being necessary to purchase
only the answer pads and profiles for the next class.
Purpose . - The Kuder Preference Record provides a




Its purpose is to aid the counselor in guiding the pupil into
areas of work for which he seems to be suited. It hopes to
do this by:
1. Giving information concerning activities
involved in particular vocations
2. Securing expression of pupil preference
in terms of these activities
3. Affording a means of checking a pupil’s
occupational choice with type of activity
he seems to like to do
Administration . - In view of the fact that this test
is being used in the eighth grade, a glossary is necessary
for the more understandable the Preference Record is to the
pupils, the better the responses should be. In order to
make this glossary:
1. Select a group of average eighth graders.
2. Go through each item quickly, having
pupils raise hands whenever one which
they don't understand is mentioned.
3. Make a glossary, listing these words
and explaining each in very simple
language
.
Before distributing the Preference Record, explain
to the pupils that this is not a test of any kind and that
there is no time limit. Encourage them to use the glossary
and request them to raise hands if any words still puzzle
them. The teacher is free to give individual assistance in
vocabulary. Proceed as follows:









2. Read the directions as given on the
first page.
5.
Demonstrate proper use of pins, using
samples given on first page.
4. Have pupils leisurely make pin marks
in preferred places.
5. ¥;hen time for a particular sitting,
not more than forty minutes has ex-
pired, tell pupils to check last item
completed and be ready to continue test
at another designated time.
6. Continue this procedure until every
individual has turned in his pamphlet.
7. Remove each answer pad.
Scoring and constructing profiles . -
1. Return answer pads to each pupil and
have them work in pairs so one can
check the other.
2. Explain how the answer pad opens -
from right to left.
5. Trace course of circles in each
test with pupils.
4. Demonstrate count of punches in one
test, noting fact that three punches
within circle denotes error.
5. Refer to front of answer pad and show
where score for each test is to be
recorded.
6. Have pupils count and record scores
for each test, checking with partners
to insure accuracy.
7. Distribute profile sheets, noting one
side for boys and one side for girls.
8 . Have pupil transfer scores from front
of answer pad to profile sheet in desig
nated squares.
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profile sheet, the score in each area
being the highest number to be dark-
ened in each area.
10. After these profile sheets have been
collected, make a copy of each. This
will provide a profile of pupils’ in-
terests for the teacher as well as the
counselor. It will also give her a
chance to check the pupil’s construc-
tion of his profile. While doing this,
the teacher will learn about individual
pupil interests as well as group inter-
ests.
Interpretation and application . - Scores in The Kuder












The manual designates low scores are those below the
tv/enty-fifth percentile and high scores as those above the
seventy-fifth percentile.
Intensive studies of occupations for each of the nine
general areas should be applied as each individual profile
is read by the counselor.











activities should he encouraged for those with high ratings
in these activities.
Low scores of individuals form an important part in
completing the total picture for it may indicate areas where
he is apt to he a misfit.
Note how high or low the scores may be, for strength
of like or dislike may aid in predicting adjustment.
Check as to whether an individual’s interest is in
the field of appreciation or whether it expresses an active
interest. This applies to art and music in particular. Ap-
preciation is not sufficient for encouragement in particular
occupation.
Consider the total picture of the individual - person-
ality, intelligence, aptitude, achievement - before giving
vocational guidance. However, there must be a starting point
so, with the above suggestions in mind, let us consider
interpretation of scores in relation to particular occupa-
tions .
One high score - give careful consideration to oc-
v
cupations in this area in which high score was obtained, par-
ticularly if score was above seventy-fifth percentile.
Two high scores - note areas in which two high scores
were obtained. Combinejnames of occupational areas, i.e.,
high scores in mechanical and computational areas might indi-
cate possibility of pupil being a good mechanical engineer.




numbers into pairs and investigate each combination as well
as individual areas, i.e., high scores in mechanical, compu-
tational, and scientific areas should bring about survey of
possibilities in each area as well as mechanical-computational




No high score - if there are no scores above the
seventy-fifth percentile, check all possibilities. The in-
dividual’s preferences may be evenly balanced; his interests
might fall into fields of manual labor or personal service;
he may have no well developed interests; the individual may
have been careless in filling out the Preference Blank.
The Kuder Preference Record Manual lists occupations
for each area as well as for combined areas.
*
To effect a comparison of interests as evidenced in
this instrument with interests as actually observed, the
anecdotal record was employed.
THE ANECDOTAL RECORD
Defini ti ons . - Randall first named the anecdotal re-
cord and described it as a record of some significant item of
conduct, a record of an episode in the life of a student; a
word picture of the student in action; the teacher’s best
effort at taking a word snapshot at the moment of the inci-
* Note: Many of the above suggestions were used through
the courtesy of Mr. Frank Glazier, Director of
Guidance, Keene, New Hampshire.







dent; any narrative of events in which the student takes
such a part as to reveal something which may be significant
about his personali ty .
^
Strang refers to it as a specialized form of indidenta
observation. It is a description of the child’s conduct and
personality in terms of brief, concrete observations of the
ppupil made and recorded by the teacher.
The anecdotal record is designed primarily to provide
a chronological record of significant behavior. This includes
emotional, physiological, sociological, intellectual, and all
other aspects of behavior. It is written by all teachers as
called for, usually informally, and used by all in studying
the development of a given child. In a way it represents
the main line for measuring the effect of reactions of the
child on other people and the reactions of others on him. It
does not represent a substitute for any other record, such as
test scores or measures of background, but when used ade-
quately with these measures it will assist in the over-all
interpretation of tie chi Id. 3
Characteristics of a good anecdote. - In describing
the characteristics of a good anecdote, Randall includes the
TZ John A. Randall. "The Anecdotal Behavior Journal” 1
,
Pro -
gressive Education, 13 r 21 - 26, January 1936
2. Ruth Strang, Counseling Technics in Colleges and Secon-
dary Schools (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1937 )pp. 32,83
3. Albert Hugget and Cecil Millard, Growth and Learning in







1. Objective to a degree approximating
that of an X-ray photograph or motion
picture in that it records, when they
occur, the events that have attracted
the attention of the observer rather
than the opinion of the observer as
to the significance of what has hap-
pened .
2. It is subjective to the degree that
an artistically composed photograph
is subjective. It sharply limits It-
self to a center of attention and
subordinates inconsequential details.
It has a satisfactory completeness as
far as the center of attention is con-
cerned.!
Observations noted . - Hamalainen says:
Observation is the oldest and perhaps
most commonplace of all instruments of
research. . .It Is undoubtedly the prelim-
inary groundwork on which much educational
method has been based.
2
Valuable information denoting extent of interest was
accumulated by recording the observation pertaining to the
following:
Choice of leisure time activities
Significant comments
Expression of vocational interest in
illustrations
Nature of class contribution
Subjects which stimulated participation
in conversation
1. Arthur Hamalainen, An Appraisal of Anecdotal Records
(New York: Bureau o? Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1943) p. 2
2. Ibid., p. 1
.-
. .
Topics selected, for special study
Activities to which pupil willingly
devoted time
Attention given to bulletin board
displays, exhibits, or special pro-
jects
Interests expressed during interview
Activities to which pupil gave pre-
cedence
Types of inquiries made
Selection of reading material
OTHER METHODS OF OBTAINING DATA
Pupil activity lists . - Lists of activities performed
in school, at home, and elsewhere were submitted by the
pupils. One cannot appreciate the difficulties encountered
in securing adequate reports of this type for an extended
time unless he has experimented with such a project. The
club procedure as described in Chapter III provided the
necessary incentive to acquire gratifying results. As indi-
cations of like or dislike were noted, these lists proved
to be of paramount importance in determining interests.
Opinions of others . - For additional information re-
garding activities out of the realm of the classroom, persons
for whom activities were performed were consulted. Opinions
were sought as to types of activities which were demonstra-
tive of a given pupil's interest. People qualified to offer
such information were teachers who received pupil assistance.
c
clergymen in charge of activities for young people, and scout-
leaders whose demonstrations involved the pupils concerned.
Information on sp e cial interests . - Hobbies, favorite
radio programs and books are indicative of great interest.
Therefore, listings of such interests were made by the pupils
on form cards as described in Chapter III.
This chapter has described the instruments and tech-
niques used in the study. Chapter III will present procedures
used in the accumulation of data for the Pupil Activity Record
f
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES USED TO ACCUMULATE
DATA FOR PUPIL ACTIVITY RECORD
f
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES USED TO ACCUMULATE
DATA FOR PUPIL ACTIVITY RECORD
Method of study considered . - This study was originally
planned on the basis of one hundred cases. Experimentation
revealed that difficulty in securing accurate, adequate data
would be encountered with so many teachers necessarily in-
volved. Concentration on the seventeen pupils in the writer’s
classroom would permit utilization of many techniques. Thus
a more intensive study of fewer cases could be accomplished.
The four chief sources of data: - 1. the anecdotal
record, 2. pupil activity lists, 3. opinions of those quali-
fied to know of pupils' interests, and 4. information con-
cerning special interests will now be considered.
THE ANECDOTAL RECORD
Variety of observation . - The greater the number of
observations available for study, the more varied will be the
types of situations in which the student’s reactions are
noted, and, consequently, a truer picture of his personality.!
In 1924, In an international conference on vocational
guidance. Dr. Lipman of Germany claimed that the method of
observing the spontaneous behavior of the examinee should be
T7 Strang, Op . Cit., P. 92
.*
19
given preference over every other approach.!
In Chapter II is a list of the many types of observa-
tions which contributed significant date as to the interests
of individual pupils. These observations noted his actual
performance of activities and his oral expression in pref-
erence to activities.
Noting performance of activities . - Interest areas in
which the pupil became absorbed during leisure time - before
school, morning recess, noon recess, upon completion of re-
quired vo rk, and after school, - indicated types of activities
to which he willingly devoted free time.
The bulletin board displays, exhibits, or special
projects upon which he focused his attenti on were noteworthy
as particular types of activity which held interest for him.
Those activities which the pupil continued to do re-
gardless of others assigned, or those which he selected to do
when given a choice gave evidence of preference.
The selection of reading material, including that
brought to school as well as that chosen from the school
library, was of importance in determining areas of interest.
Many opportunities to create were presented. Free
illustrations done over a period of time were grouped together
and studied for evidence of dominant interests. Written com-
positions which such titles as "If I Had Three Wishes," "My







Dream Comes True,” and "A Day Off” often contained signifi-
cant ideas concerning interests. Vocational interest draw-
ings in connection with lessons on occupational guidance
illustrated the type of work to which the pupil aspired. As
it was not a test of art, pupils were permitted to receive
help from more talented pupils in order to truly express the
desired vocation. This project was done with such earnest-
ness that two pupils requested it be confidential because
their mothers did not approve of the particular work which
interested them.
Observing oral expression of interest . - Topics which
stimulated conversation amongst individuals as v/ell as sig-
nificant comments made were noted. Certain girls took little
or no part in group conversation unless dancing or music was
being discussed. Others had much to contribute about the
culinary arts. Some boys talked enthusiastically about auto
mechanics while others expounded on the outcome of their
chess tournament. Differences in acquaintance with various
radio programs also revealed interests.
There were several occasions in history and geography
classes when pupils were offered choice in topics for special
study. Volunteers for particular topic© - music of the per-
iod, social reforms, inventions, artistic contributions -
were noted.
It proved valuable to observe which pupils willingly
expressed a desire to perform duties of a mechanical nature
c(
such as adjusting desks. Likewise, those who preferred cleri-
cal tasks such as assisting with book inventory. Some offered
to gather material for science exhibits or requested more
tickets to sell for a parent-teachers’ supper.
Observing the nature of class contributions revealed
subjects which aroused enthusiasm in some pupils whose un-
divided attention it was difficult to keep.
Inquires made by pupils requesting information on
types of work or performance of activities were sometimes en-
lightening as to particular interests.
Strang says
:
The interview is well defined as a
conversation with a purpose.
1
Previous to making final selection of electives for high
school each pupil was interviewed. Findings regarding in-
terests expressed and participation in activities proved to
be valuable data.
PUPIL ACTIVITY LISTS
The plan as shown in Figure I was devised as a means
of securing from the pupils a record of activities in which
they actually participated at home, in school, and elsewhere.





PLAN FOR SECURING. LISTS OF PUPIL ACTIVITIES
I. Objectives: To obtain data which can be compared with ex-
pressed preference on the "Ruder Preference
Record"
II. Materials:
1. Folder for each pupil (S"xl8" Manilla
paper
2. Duplicate folders for filing daily lists
3. Composition paper for making two daily
columns -- "Activities I like" "Activi-
ties I dislike"
4. Notebook in which President checks dates
of lists received
III. Procedure :
1. Form Club of seventeen pupils
2. Have meetings to
a. explain purpose
b. elect president (In school
c. discuss (At home
(Elsewhere
1. possible activities to list
2. checking "Activities liked most"
and "Activities disliked most"
3 - 5 of each
3. writing brief explanations as to
why checked activity was particu-
larly liked or disliked, i.e.,
listened to radio (good story)
4. receipt of folder and composi-
tion paper
5. arraigement for return of daily
lists of activities to President
d. outline duties of President who is
responsible for:
1. filing daily activity lists into
duplicate folders
2. making sure all lists are re-
turned, checked, and have nec-
essary comments.
3. distributing composition paper
as needed
4. returning filed activity lists
to guidance teacher each week
IV. Outcome : To provide accurate, complete lists of daily
pupil activities which express areas of likes and dis-
likes for individuals.
*'
After a month’s trial, the foregoing plan proved worth-
while in providing adequate essential data. The Club proced-
ure offered enough incentive to arouse enthusiasm. Therefore,
it was adopted for use in this study.
Meetings took place during the home room period and
one night a week after school as a social function during
which games or dancing and refreshments were enjoyed. At
each meeting, time was alloted to discussion of activities
and members sometimes reminded each other of events in which
they had participated. The President was conscientious about
checking with those who had not submitted recent lists. Though
it was not possible to secure a list from each pupil for
every day, each week’s listings provided a fair sampling of
activities pursued.
LEARNING OPINION OP OTHERS
In an effort to delve into every possible source of
useful information, a letter such as that given in Figure II
was sent to the mother of each boy.
Through use of this technique it was hoped that much
additional data concerning actual observations of activities
would be secured. As the mother usually has more opportunity
to make these observations than the father, the letter was
sent to her. Many inquiries were received from interested




















I am making a study of types of activities in which my
eighth grade pupils participate. In order to make your child’s
list complete and accurate, I should appreciate it if you
could spare a few minutes to list some of the activities which
you have observed such as:
Reading magazines of a scientific nature
Noticing articles of a particular type
Interest -- historical, geographical, musical, etc.
Listening to dramatic stories on the radio
Making things from wood
Repairing things of a mechanical nature
Sketching
Figuring our mathematical puzzles
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours.
Margaret McCarthy
A similar letter containing the listing which follows
was sent to the mother of each girl.
Sewing





Taking care of younger children
.-
.
At a timely parent-teachers’ meeting, the importance of
the accuracy and completeness of these observations was stres-
sed.
It was gratifying to receive a one hundred per cent
response from the mothers. The activities listed were indeed
informative as to pupil interests as displayed to mothers.
Teachers, clergymen, and scoutleaders whose duties or
social contacts with these pupils qualified them as observers
of pupil activities were consulted for further enlightenment
as to interests.
SPECIAL INTERESTS
Cards such as illustrated in Figure III were distri-
buted to procure listings of hobbies, favorite radio pro-
grams
,
memberships in organizations, and books read.
FIGURE III
FORM USED FOR DATA ON HOBBIES, FAVORITE RADIO
PROGRAMS AND BOOKS READ
Name
Hobbies
Favori te Radio Programs
Books read this school "year




With the completion of these cards came requests to
discuss and display hobbies and other interests. Thus was
brought about the presentation of a unit consisting of exhi
bitions, demonstrations, and oral and written compositions
on nWhat I Like to Do n .
This chapter has explained procedures used for accu-
mulation of data. Chapter IV will present the organization

















Basis for selection of cases. - The seventeen cases to
be presented represent an eighth grade class temporarily oc-
cupying one section of an elementary school of approximately
two hundred pupils. The class is taught two thirds of the
time by the writer and one third by the teaching principal.
Because the group is so small, it affords the writer close
relationship with each individual. The class room is situ-
ated in what was once a supply room so it is far enough re-
moved from the other classrooms as to allow informality with-
out fear of disturbing others. This situation was found to
be particularly valuable when the school was on a one session
basis during the winter months and the pupils were obliged
to remain in classrooms during the forty-five minute noon
recess. The writer encouraged free activity and thus gathered
much valuable material on expressions of interest by the
various pupils. Some devoted much time to drawing while
others played victrola records. Occasionally pupils taught
each other dance steps. Certain ones sought out National
Geographic Magazines at times. Others played Chess, cribbage,
or did crossword puzzles. A few requested tasks such as
dittoing, fixinf sewing machines, or even sweeping. These
are samples of some of the observations which gave the






When this study was first attempted, it involved one
hundred pupils - small groups from many eighth grades repre-
senting a crosssection of the town. It was to be done on a
daily diary basis. However, this did not prove feasible be-
cause too many teachers were expected to submit complete
accurate records. Though many were willing to try, it
proved to be an arduous task to check constantly with pupils
on an accurate complete daily report. Furthermore, it was
discovered that pupils performed many activities as a matter
of routine or habit and thus were not conscious of their im-
portance in the listing. The comment, ”l didn’t do any-
thing” was made often and sincerely. The pupil actually
meant that he didn't do anything of an extraordinary nature
so didn't see the point of listing every day happenings.
The writer finally resorted to concentrating on the
seventeen pupils in her own classroom and obtaining pertin-
ent data from the several sources described in Chapter II.
The use of the anecdotal record, activity records submitted
by pupils themselves, information secured from parents and
others, and lists of hobbies, favorite radio programs, and
books read seemed to furnish the desired, accurate, complete
data.
Assignment of activities to interest areas . - Every
expression of interest as noted in the anecdotal record,
pupils' activity lists, opinions of others and information









a separate set being kept for each pupil. Each item was
carefully considered and given an interest jJacement in one
or more of the areas comparable to those on the Kuder Pref-
erence Record; for example, an item such as - Sang in Talent
Show - was termed musical . A notation such as - Read Story
about Boulder Dam - was called both literary and scientific
.
An accounting was then made of the frequency of items in each
of the nine areas - mechanical, computational, scientific,
persuasive, artistic, literary, musical, social service, and
clerical. Items in each area were then reviewed to discover
dominant interests which carried over into more than one
area. If found, this outstanding interest was evaluated
higher than heretofore. For instance, if it was noted that
most of a pupil's reading material concerned things of a
mechanical nature, his evaluated interest in the mechanical
area v/as increased. After intensive study of all data, the
writer then determined the interests which were so prevalent
that they became descriptive of the pupil. These were des-
ignated as of high rating. Those which the pupil evidently
sought to avoid or those for which a definite dislike was
expressed were rated as low. All others were considered av-
erage. Further review of data was then necessary to deter-
mine rank order of the nine interest areas of each pupil.
Obtaining reliability in evaluation of data . - To in-
sure reliability, the writer then arranged for conferences




teen children one third of the time this year but also had
previously done departmental work with all but three of these
same pupils for three years. This principal had taught two
of them last - year but the other pupil entered the school
system this year. Therefore, the writer was eager to learn
how one so v/ell acquainted with these pupils would rate them.
Pour lengthy conferences ensued in which the principal care-
fully weighed all evidence, then determined a rank order of
interest areas for each pupil. Particular caution was used
not to confuse ability with interest. It is interesting to
note that there were but six minor differences of opinion.
Together, the principal and the writer reviewed and reweighed
all the material until an agreement was reached in regard to
their accurate placement.
The Activity Record for each pupil, with final des-
ignation of areas in rank order was then compared with order
of interest areas as determined on the Kuder Preference
Record. Page Four of the Kuder Preference Manual refers to
high scores as those above the seventy-fifth percentile and
low scores as those below the twenty-fifth percentile. Thus
was determined the high and. low ratings on the Kuder Prefer-
ence Record, with average scores being those from the twenty-
fifth to the seventy-fifth percentile inclusive.
Form of presentation. - The seventeen cases to be
presented each include a brief identification and informa-
tion gathered from activities records submitted by the pupil.
..
*




an anecdcte.l record kept by the writer, opinions learned from
others and notes on special interests. An analysis of this
data is given with supporting evidence, an evaluation of
the information and placement into interest areas, and,
finally, a comparison of ratings of the Kuder Preference
Record and the Pupil Activity Record.
*
*-Note : Due to limited space, complete listings are not
given. Sample items only a.re used for supporting
evidence. Unless otherwise indicated, these are
liked activities. All data is authentic, with the
exception of names used.
*
CASE NUMBER ONE
Marie is fifteen years of age. Both her parents are
American. She is one of ten children, the oldest of whom
is still in high school. Her intelligence is rated as
slightly below average, her achievement as poor, and her
school citizenship as fair.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS























































Offered to do draw


















Marie lists Often sketched
sketching as her pupils in school,
favorite hobby. Brought in note-
book of sketches.
Marie 1 s chief interest is definitely
in the field of art. She is deter-
mined to be a hairdresser and prac-
tices this art at every opportunity.
She experiments with various arrange-
ments of hair-do's on herself as well
as willing models. Marie is always
bedecked with ornaments galore -
jewelry, hair ribbons, novelty belts,
shoe bows and the like. It is evi-
dent that the one school subject





Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Information Activities dence
she occupies herself with drawing not
only in spare time but also when she
should be concentrating on some other
subject. She made some attractive
posters and created such an excell-
ent Christmas scene that it was se-
lected as one to be enlarged for a
full-length windov; decoration. She
radiated much happiness while working
on this scene. Her mother substan-
tiated the statement made by Marie
















Marie’s conversa- Often entertained
tion often con- group with news
cerns the latest about the latest
music or newest in dance steps or











She is an ardent
fan of pupular
musical programs
on the radio. Ma-
rie mentions dan-

































than do so herself
Teachers feel that
Marie's literary
tastes are not of
high standards.










to Ruth read. Ex-
pressed interest














There are quite Cooked supper,
a few items in Made skirt,
this area.
Marie does not
stick to the task
on hand. She will-
ingly starts things
but usually has to






Marie is apt to
do things haphaz-
ardly. She expres-







































task, she seems to
enjoy it. However,













she likes to look
• up facts in the
encyclopedia
.




Few of the men-
tioned items be-
long in this area
Learned about
life of a cater
pillar
.
Marie Listens at- Helped draw
tentively to read- planet circles for
ings from science bulletin board,




















- .a..*. — . —
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Every arithmetic Disliked examples

















metic. I hate it.”
Parents and teachers
agree that things of
a computational nature
do not hold any interest
for Marie.
Marie had a low rating in computational
interests. She couldn't see any
sense in arithmetic and hated to do
it. This was borne out by her nega-













Marie succeeds in Requested that
becoming the center someone else read
of attraction with her report,
the boys. Otherwise,
she avoids the lime-
light and has an aver-
sion toward reciting

























would be silly to
help with sale of
tickets
.
Marie had no desire to be persuasive
other than to gain attention of the
boys or models for her hairdressing
experiments. She took no interest
whatever in the various drives when
she was requested to assist with the
sale of tickets. Though it was often
imperative to assume the care of
younger members of the family, she
never hesitated to express her dis-
like for this burdens cme task.
















task did not appeal
to her. She was not
one oftthe pupils
who volunteered to





Matie is helpful but










to the fact that
she had to care
for younger child-









Analysis of Supporting Evi
Activities dence
are provoked when







Evaluation Marie 1 s social service rating is
low. She shows by her complaining
attitude in regard to helping with
care of her younger brothers and
sisters as well as her negative at-
titude toward school drives and
campaigns that she has no genuine
desire to be of service.
«
CASE NUMBER TOO
Bill is a shy fourteen year old eighth grade boy. He
has average intelligence; is rated good in general achievement
and excellent in school citizenship. He is greatly interested
in mechanical things particularly carpentry and wishes to at-
tend Vocational School. His parents are trying to discourage
this interest and urge him to take college course.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS





















Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Informati on Activities dence
Area 1: Mechanical Rating: High




Anecdotal Record Bill is happy when Showed movies to
doing something mech- class. Helped
anical. He is nat- girls adjust sew-
urally shy but ing machine,
gladly assists with Tended victrola
things of a mech- for dance group,
anical nature.
Opinion of Others Mother expresses his Repaired sleds.
liking for manual Set up movie
training, building, projects in prep-
and repairing things, aration for show-
Teachers recognize ing of film.
Bill’s interest in
mechanical devices so




Hobbies, etc. Bill makes and re- Brought in wooden
pairs articles of novelties made
wood. He spent much for Christmas,
time in the summer Showed some of
driving a tractor his own movies to
on a farm. He owns the class,
and operates his own
movie projector.
Evaluation Over half of his listed items are mech-
anical in nature. His aim is to be a
successful carptenter and, though par-
ents have strived to have him aspire to
higher goals, his first love is still
carpentry. He derives much enjoyment
from constructing and repairing things
at home. He has set up sho$ in his
cellar and recently rebuilt, with his
father’s help, an automobile motor. He
also makes model airplanes in which he












movie projector which he sometimes
brings to school to show films pertin-
ent to current study. Suring the
Christmas Season he makes centerpieces
to be sold.
Area 2: Artistic Rating: High
Listed Activities Many items belong
in this area. Most


























Opinion of Others Mother comments that
Bill enjoys sketch-
ing. Teachers remark
on neat and careful
letter arrangement of
his posters.
Hobbies, etc. Bill enjoys making





Evaluation He entered every poster contest offered
at school and each time won one of the
first three prizes. He often took de-
light in sketching cartoons which usu-
ally depicted people engaged in mechan-
ical work. He cleverly pictured him-
self working on the roof of a partly
constructed house when required to ex-
press his vocational interest. Bill










and volunteers to make titles for bulle-
tin boards. The Christmas centerpieces
which he arranged gave evidence of art-
istic talent.
Area 5: Computational Rating: High







Anecdotal Record Bill spends some
leisure time working











Opinion of Others Teacher comments











ing lessons on how
to play chess.
Evaluation Chess is his favorite game and he offers
keen competition for anyone who chal-
lenges him. He also enjoys cribbage and
takes pleasure in solving mathematical
teasers. He works zealously on his
arithmetic lessons and is proud of his
successful achievement.
Area 4: Social Service Rating: Average
Listed Activities Many listed items
are of a helpful
nature but most of
Set up movie mach-
ine for principal.
Fixed sewing
















Took care of vic-
trola so others
could dance.
Anecdotal Record Bill would like to
be of service but
feels insecure ex-
cept when mechani-
cal work is invol-











Opinion of Others Mother claims that
Bill helps a great













Area 5: Scientific Rating: Average
Listed Activities Few activities in










on size of various
planets
.





















Area 6: Musical Rating: Average




Anecdotal Record Bill enjoys being
in the group par-
ticipating in danc-
ing or singing,







Opinion of Others Bill's shyness keeps
him from becoming a
part of a dancing or
singing group. How-
everyhe enjoys being
present to wind the
victrola or perform
some such task.
Area 7: Persuasive Rating: Low






Anecdcbal Record Bill avoids others
rather than "Fight
for his rights."
Did not play in
baseball game be-
cause his position




Opinion of Others Bill is too shy to










Evaluation Bill is extremely shy and sensitive. He
actually became ill with a nervous
stomach when he attempted to take a
minor part in a holiday presentation.
He came to a Parent-Teachers' Associa-


















been invited but could not bring him-
self to partake of refreshments because
of his self-consciousness in the pres-
ence of adult strangers. He will avoid
an argument rather than assert himself.
Rating: Low
All items of a Disliked spelling
clerical nature lesson,
are referred to as
disliked.
Bill finds it diffi-
cult to concentrate






agree that Bill prefers to
use a hammer rather than
a pencil.
He has natural creative inclinations
and is happy when doing so. He has a
quiet nervous temperament and becomes
bored and restless when attempting to








The only literary Heard detective
items referred to story on radio,
as liked are mystery Disliked reading

























Books do not interest him only insofar
as they offer information essential
for accomplishment of his desired ac-
tivities. The only literary items for
which he expresses a liking ar9 mystery
radio stories. He frequently mentions








Ruth is a fifteen year old twin whose sister is very
solicitious because of Ruth’s heart condition. Her intelli-
gence is average and her school citizenship excellent. Though
she is an extremely conscientious child, her general achieve-
ment is rated as Mr. She has an earnest desire to render
service to others.
COMPARISON OP RATINGS
Kuder Prefere nce Record Bupil Activity Record
Area Percentile Area
High
Clerical 35 Social Service
Clerical
Average
Social Service 55 Mechanical
Computational 52 Li terary
























Ruth is anxious to be
helpful. She feels
hurt when overlooked
as an assistant. She
enjoys taking care
of younger children
and refers to various
ways in which she
likes to help her
Mother and others.
Ruth expressed in-


























desire to be a helper
and would avail them-
selves of this opportunity
more often if she were a
better student.
Hobbies, etc. Ruth is active in the Likes to take care
0irl Scouts. She does of twins so Mother
much sewing and cook- could go to movies
ing to help her with Father. Pre-
Mother. She also fared breakfast
volunteers to take for the family,
care of the children.
Evaluation Social service items are mentioned most
frequently. Ruth enjoys doing for
others at home, at school, and elsewhere
She is sensitive and shows that her

















Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
helper. She often comments about liking
to help her mother and aunt. She shows
great interest in stories of Florence
Nightingale, Clara Barton, and others
of reforms to society. Lhe is very
charitable and selected "Social Reform"







ing study of "Occu-
pations". She pic-














care of library book
lists. She prefers
clerical work rather




















Ruth collects cler- * Made scrapbook
ical pictures for about secretaries,
scrapbook.
Ruth talks frequently about her sister's
office. She is anxious to do clerical












Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Information Activities dence
*
school to do such tasks as keeping
library files, taking book inventory,
and seeking out additional information
in encyclopedias. Ruth is content to
do routine clerical work and often does
reams of copy work rather than use or-
iginality. She pictures herself as a













She brings in fudge
and cookies she has





refer to Ruth’s liking
of things of a routine,
clerical nature.
Ruth devotes much time Wore sweater and















Literary items rate Learned poem,





















liking for things i
of a clerical
nature. Others may
well find a place
in the social serv-
ice area, also.
Parents and teachers
feel that Ruth’ s read-




ported on life of
Clara Barton. Read
book about brother
hood of races of
people.
Area 5: Computational Rating: Aver are
Listed Activities
Anecdotal Record
Ruth lists many com-
putational items
under liked activi-






which can be memo-
rized or are of a
routine step-by-
step nature are en-















Listed Activities There are many mu-
sical items listed
but they are con-
fined to school ac-
tivities .
Rating: Average



















form with the group.
She likes to write




































Ruth works con- Lettered notebook
scientiously on art cover. Worked on
lesson. She expresses poster.
liking for stencil
work. She made an
excellent Christmas
scene in which she




Teachers feel that Ruth’s
art work demonstrates
keen observation and hard
work rather than a natural
aptitude for art.
Area 8: Scientific Rating: Average
Listed Activities There are compara- Read about life












in only one instance




Anecdotal Record Ruth shows interest









Opinion of Others Teachers feel that
much of a scientific
nature is beyond Ruth’s
comprehension and con-
fuses her. She seems to
enjoy the simple science
stories
.




There is only one
persuasive item
listed and that is
under disliked ac-
tivities .
Ruth exhibits a sen-






of Ruth’s heart con-
dition, her sister
has become very so-
licitous. Ruth has
had her sister to
fight her battles

























Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activlties dence
Evaluation Ruth has a decided lack of confidence
in herself. She does not attempt to
argue with her brother or sister or
others but cries when things do not
go well with her. She is willing to
help in charity drives but usually re






Donald is a fourteen year old enthusiastic boy of many
high interests. Ee has a pleasing personality but is con-
scious of the fact that his twin brother excells him in every-
thing but art. He is of average intelligence, a good school
citizen, and is rated good in achievement. Ee is particularly
interested in engineering.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS





































tures himself as a
mechanical engineer.
He also volunteers






Set up movie mach-
ine .
Cleaned closet.







desire to work on things
of a mechanical nature.
His mother refers tc his
reading ’’Popular Mech-
anics”. She also reports
on his making articles
of wood.
Donald makes model Brought model air-
airplanes. He reads planes to school,
magazine articles Read "Popular
on mechanics and also Mechanics" at re-
makes articles of cess,
wood
.
Anything mechanical interests Donald.
He wishes to be a mechanical engineer.
At present he is greatly interested in
television. He has quite a collection of
model airplanes and is extremely well
informed on various makes of cars which
he can distinguish even at a distance
with amazing accuracy. He volunteers to
set up movie projector, to help the girl
fix sewing machines, and is always eager
to give help of a mechanical nature. Re












































keen sense of humor.
He has habit of coax-
ing people to do
things. Donald often
attempts to convince
others and is usu-
ally successful.
Pupils gathered








conclude that, because he
cannot meet the competi-
tion of a mentally super-
ior brother, Donald capi-
talizes on his personality
and power to sell himself
to a group
.
He has a pleasant manner and a fine
sense of humor which serve him well in
his various attempts at convincing
bthers. He is often the center of at-
traction, engaging others in jokes and
stories. He did an excellent job in a
class debate. He has had success in
winning ticket selling; contests, and
sometimes expresses a wish t o be a

































feel that books hold
great interest for




says he is an ardent
radio fan and has
favorite story pro-
grams .
Literary items rate first in frequency.
He is always willing to give a resume'
of literature material. He has some
novel creative ideas in regard to com-
position. He is well acquainted with
many magazines as well as radio programs
of a dramatic nature. He expresses
great enjoyment of Shakespeares ’ s Mac-
Beth. Donald enjoys debates and is a
valuable participant.
Read magazines.




















There is about the
same number of art-




































erly on art work,
such as lettering.
He does not work as
diligently on the
aesthetic type of








in ability to do scenic
work but takes an in-
terest in his 3e ttering
which receives praise.
Painting model air- Brought in fin-
planes consumes much ished plane which
of Donald 1 s time. He he had painted,
also likes to use Requested task
stenciling and print- which would re-
ing sets. quire use of
stencil
.
His artistic interests are closely as-
sociated with the mechanical. He spends
much of his leisure time drawing modern-
istic steamships and airplanes. He
enters all poster contests with great
eagerness and has won two prizes this
year. He particularly enjoys art be-
cause it is the one subject in which
he can excel his twin brother.




There are but few Cleaned up spilled
items listed in this glue. Delivered
area. supplies to rooms.



















Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
ly. He is eager to
take charge of movie
machine and looks
forward to Friday
when he takes orders
for supplies. He
selected "Social Re-
forms" as a topic for
special study.
Mother reports that
Donald is helpful at
home. Teachers com-
ment that he seems
to sense things that
need to be done and
takes the initiative
in doing them. How-
ever, this willing-










































Made out checks in
arithmetic class.































There are quite a


























are motivated by his
desire to be an en-
gineer. Teachers re-

































Donald sings with Discussed program
group and often "Talent Scout of
plays victrola at the Air" with a
recess. He often dis- group of pupils,
cusses musical radio Made remark - "I
programs. Donald com- hate those lessons,
ments that he hates
















Opinion of Others Parents and teachers
comment that Donald
has no great love for
music but does enjoy
popular music.
Hobbies, etc. Donald has favorite Listened to "Talen
radio programs in Scouts". Heard


















for a while. He ap-
pears to get nerv-
ous when things get
too routine for him.
Remarked "I would-








interests are in things
of a mechanical nature






Joan is a fourteen year old girl whose parents are Can-
adian. Her intelligence is slightly below average. Both her
school citizenship and general achievement are rated fair. She
has had a reading difficulty which has been somewhat overcome
but which may have contributed to her inferiority complex. Her
one talent is in her sewing ability. She finds it difficult
to get along with other people and is considered inconsiderate,
stubborn, and unco-operative.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS












Social Service 11 Scientific
















Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
The majority of











to sewing class each
week.
Teachers agree that
Joan’s talent is in
the field of household
arts. Mother reports
that Joan finds subject
matter of difficulty
but enjoys cooking and
sewing.
Joan spends most of Make skirt for
her leisure time sew- herself. Cooked
ing or cooking. dinner.
Great happiness was manifested by Joan
when she discovered that her parents
were considering allowing her to take
the Home Economics course in high
school. She eagerly looks forward to
sewing class each week and accomplishes
much during each lesson. She often wear
skirts and dresses which she has made
herself. Joan welcomes the opportunity
to receive approval of her ability in
the culinary arts so that can always be
depended upon to volunteer to make candy
or cake for any school party. Things of
a mechanical nature require no motiva-
tion on the part of the teacher, but
academic tasks necessitate great incen-





























Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
Rating: Average
Items in this area
rate second in fre-
quency .
Joan does clerical
type of work over
many times to be
sure it's correct.





made by Joan to have
neat work. Mother re
ports that Joan spends

















There are many items


















Teachers feel that Joan
is self-conscious. She
would like to partici-
pate in group dancing
and singing but cannot


































Joan sp pears to en-




sults are poor. She
Apparently is in-
terested in daily ar-
ithmetic lessons but
gives no other evi-







Parents say that Joan
likes arithmetic but









There are fev; artis- Arranged pictures
tic items listed. on bulletin board.
Drew picture of
girl sewing.
Joan eagerly helps Expressed beauty
in arrangements of of winter scene,
bulletin boards. She
prefers to admire draw-
ings rather than make
them
.
Teachers consider that Refused to vote
Joan has good taste for red sweater
in selection of for cheering-











Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Information Activities dence
materials. Mother cause she will not
comments that Joan wear red with her
really tries to
draw and expresses

































Joan's lack of reading
interest and associate
it with her difficulty
in comprehension. Mother
says she wishes she could
get Joan to read more.
Joan expresses dislike for reading and
all work of the English class. She
lists most of her literary activities
in the column of disliked activities.
Joan has had a reading difficulty which
has been corrected somewhat, but she
still hesitates to read orally and
claims that she doesn't understand much
of what she reads silently. The sin-
cerity of this statement is borne out
in her listing of activities when she
expresses a liking for radio dramas to
which she can listen, and a dislike for
reading stories of this tvoe.























listed refer to sc-
ience lessons and
















Scientific items are much too thought-
provoking for Joan. She realizes her
limitations and apparently seeks to
avoid embarrassment by voicing a dis-
like for that which she feels she can-
not do. She resents any urging on the
part of the teacher and assumes a neg-
ative attitude toward things of a
scientific nature.




Only one item ap-
pears as liked. All
others are disliked.
Joan assumes a de-
fensive attitude
when suggestions












Comments , "Let some







Analysis of Supporting Evi-
^ctivities dence
Evaluation Joan has the unfortunate character-
istic of always being on the defensive
side. She has developed the attitude
of not caring to be of service which
she evidences in listing all items of








There are no items
















Parents as well as
teachers comment that
Joan cannot get along
with others.
Whenever Joan attempts to convince
others, she invariably brings on one
of her temper rages. She is not willing
to reason with others and her stubborn
nature just seems to get the best of
her. She repeatedly refuses to aid in







Allen is a thirteen year old. boy in a family of ten. He
has average intelligence but is rated as fair bothiin general
achievement and school citizenship. He showed marked improve-
ment after receiving remedial reading lessons during the year.
He possesses much nervous energy and is happy when applying it
to work of a mechanical nature. He hopes to attend Vocational
School and learn the sheet metal trade.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS






Persuasive 74 Social Servic
Computational 72 Li terary
Clerical 65 Musical
Mechanical 54 Scientific

















Listed Activities More than one- third Worked on lamp.
are mechanical Fixed radio. Re
paired bicycle
.
Anecdotal Record Allen seems eager to
work on things mech-
anical. He volun-






























Allen’s hobby is Made pencil rack,
making things out Made model planes,
of wood. He often
talks of his wish to
attend trade school.
Allen is a nervous child who requires
physical action. He wants to be making
or fixing someting at all times. In
school he enjoys such tasks as adjusting
desks and fixing sewing machines. His
mother says he spends hours making ar-
ticles from wood at home. He hopes to
be a sheet metal worker and has already
requested information concerning re-
quirements for entering trade school.
Area 2: Persuasive Rating: High

















are in this area.
Allen usually takes
lead in argument with
pupils. He assumes
an attitude of "fight
for my rights". He
wants to-and usually
does- decide how game





that Allen is one
of their best sales-
men. He is consid-
ered a "scrapper" but
is one who gets the
best of the other
fellow
.
Allen is definitely the champion arguer
of the class. He is usually the in-
stigator of a fight and boasts abouthis
winnings. He wants to make all the
decisions whether it be on the play-
ground or in the classroom. He is an
excellent ticket salesman for school or
church affairs; -- in fact, he has ac-
quired the reputation of talking until
















Area 3: Social Service Rating: Average







Anecdotal Record Allen exhibits a
desire to tee help
ful . He shows a
Voluntarily clean-








































Hobbies, etc. Allan belongs to Scouts
and C. Y. A.
Area 4: Literary Rating: Average
Listed Activities About one-fourth are








Anecdotal Record Practically all of
literary activities
are associated with













































grains, mostly ad- "Adventures of the















the opinion of the
teachers, is inciden-
tal. Allen just likes





















Few items are Saw movie on "Liv-
scientific. ing Things." Help-
ed arrange rock
collection.
Occasional class com- Added comments
ments on inventions concerning farm























Area 7 : Artistic Rating: Average










Said that he liked
lettering but hated
design work.
Opinion of Others Teachers feel that
his artistic interest
is confined to mech-
anical drawing.
Hobbies, etc. Allen delights in
putting a polished






Area 8: Computational Rating: Low
Listed Activities Very few are in this
area
.






















do better work if
he applied himself
to task.
Evaluation Allen cannot settle down to things of
a computational mature. He becomes
restless and discouraged. Repeated fail-






























contend that Allen is




Things of a clerical nature bore Allen.
He prefers action and seeks an excuse
to do something involving it whenever







Commented, f, I don’t
want to waste any












Dorothy is a self-conscious girl of fifteen who has
had much difficulty with her eye-sight. She also has a slight
lisp and is very adverse to making reports in front of the
class. Her parents are American and there are two younger
brothers in the family. Her intelligence is rated as average,
her achievement as poor, and her school citizenship as good.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS
































first in order of
frequency.
Dorothy chose art
for a special topic.
Much of her leisure
time is spent sketch-
ing, either on paper
or at the board. She





items in her list
of observations.
Teachers consider




















Dorothy spends time Brought in scrap-
doing costume design- book of original
ing. designs.
Dorothy has a high artistic interest.
She devotes much leisure time to sketch-
ing, both at home and at school. This
no doubt accounts for more frequent
mentioning of these than any other ac-
tivities. She created, enlarged, and
worked many hours on a Christmas panel.
Without hesitation, she will select art
when it is offered amongst others for
choice of special study. She is greatly
interested in costume designing and has
a variety of dolls which shehas dressed
in unique outfits. In fact, her voca-
tional interest drawing depicted her
fitting gowns to a model.
She takes pride in her appearance to







Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Informati on Ac t i vi ties dence
to wear her much-needed eye glasses
"Because she looks better without them."
Dorothy is fond of frills, jewelry, and
unusual hair arrangements
.





There are many cleri-
cal items listed.
Dorothy enjoys things







in work which does not
require concentrated
thinking. She adapts
herself well to routine
procedure
.
Dorothy serves as Class selected








"I think it would









listed in columns of
disliked activities































Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
.
note that Dorothy books. Voiced lack
enjoys literary of interest in
material of a light Shakespeare,
nature but does
not have high stand-
ards .

























of her leisure time
preparing for dances
or listening to pop-
ular music. Teachers












Wore hair in pin
curls each Friday








Area 5: Social Service Rating: Average
Listed Activities Items are listed Played with baby
in both liked and brother. Did er-























things of a helpful
nature than she
realizes. It seems
to be habit for her
to assist younger
children but she often
voices dislike of this
task.
Took care of in-
jured child on


















Mechanical items rate Enjoyed sewing
second in frequency lesson. Baked
of liked activities cookies for party,




Most of her mechani- Made scrapbook








Dorothy likes to be
a "lady” and work
upon things to make
them pretty. She
doesn’t like to wash,




on dress to wear
to dance.







Source of Analysis of Supporting Bvi-
Information Activities dence
books and also sews doll models
.





















Mother doesn’ t men-
tion scientific ac-
tivities in list of
observations. Teachers
do not recall exhibi-
tion of scientific
interest of any kind.
Dorothy took no interest in science or a
anything of a scientific nature. She
resented any request to put effort into
lessons of this kind. Science lessons
brought forth day-dreaming and she
seemed to welcome distractions.
I
Area 3: Computational Rating: Lov/
— . W— — - .
Listed Activities Arithmetic is listed













remarked, n I hate
this" - when doing
arithme tic
.
Opinion of Others Her mother reports
Dorothy’s dislike of
arithmetic. Teachers








Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
effort to make
Dorothy do her ar-
ithmetic .
Anything computational seemed to bother
Dorothy, ^he just could not concen-
trate on her arithmetic and worked on
it very half-heartedly. When urged to
give more attention to her lessons,
she would just shrug her shoulders and









sive item listed is
in negative form.
Dorothy is shy and


















of work she liked.





Dorothy is self-conscious and nervous.
She repeatedly begs to be excused from
reciting in front of the class. She will
make no attempt whatever to sell tick-
ets or tags, even when practically all
the pupils show enthusiasm to assist
during some particular drive.

CASE NUMBER EIGHT
Roy is a careless, carefree, fourteen year old eighth
grade pupil who lives with his father and grandmother and
visits his mother during vacations. His intelligence is good
but his achievement is poor. He is regarded as an average
school citizen. He has a natural flair for art, particularly
cartooning.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS

































second only to lit-
erary.
















































Roy’s main ambition in life is to be
what he terms a "big-shot reporter or
cartoonist". He cleverly portrays him-
self seated at a desk in a newspaper
office littered with illustrations and
stories galore. He provides much amuse-
ment for other pupils by dashing off
sketches of well-known personalities or
class members. He has his own set of
oil paints at home and is particularly
fond of painting boats and planes. He
devotes much time to drawing. In fact
he often has to be reprimanded for draw-
ing when other work has been assigned.






















poster for which he won first prize.
Rating: High
There are more items
in this area than
any other.
When Roy cannot be
drawing, he reads.
He becomes so ab-
sorbed in a story as
to be oblivious of





beyond the lesson on
hand. He does not
wait for the discus-
sion and will read
rather than do arith-
metic.
Favoi?ite radio pro-
grams are those of
of mystery and mur-






















Roy’s love of literature is so great
that it is almost impossible to gain his
concentrated attention during a lesson.
Either he reads far ahead of the class
or he reads a book which he finds more
interesting than the subject being pre-
sented. If he is not drawing, he is
reading. Roy possesses a wealth of gen-
eral knowledge and often contributes an
uauaual but of information which he has
gained from his reading. His father re-
ports that Roy listens to many dramatic


















reading at home. He is especially fond
of "The Readers' Digest" and The Satur-
day Evening Post". He also reads many
novels and mystery stories.
Rating: Average
Many of the items




nature. He seeks to
dominate others.
Roy is not interested
















Pupils refer to Hoy
as "a big bluff".
Teachers express ex-
asperation at his
lack of sincerity and
attempts to talk his way
out of work.







ally as he draws.
He knows all the pop-
ular songs. He re-
fused to sing alone





























Area 5: Mechanical Rating: Average
Listed Activities Items in this area





Anecdotal Record Roy makes or repairs
things for his own
satisfaction. He
cannot be depended









Opinion of Others Teachers feel that
Roy is not dependable
so do not solicit his
aid in manual things.
Hobbies, etc. Making of boats and
airplanes from wood






Area 6: Scientific Rating: Average

















Opinion of Others Father reports that
anything having to do with


























than do it over
neatly with nec-
essary corrections.
Opinion of Others Teachers and Father
agree that Roy is care-
less in arithmetic.
They feel that he does
it hurriedly to finish
it and then devote time
to art or reading.
Evaluation Roy is not interested in things of a
computational nature. He does his ar-
ithmetic with an attitude of indiffer-
ence and shows no concern over poor
marks commenting, "I don't care about
arithmetic anywsy . M


































Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Information Activities dence
Evaluation The clerical type of work bores Roy.
Either he avoids it entirely or does it
thoughtlessly and haphazardly. Although
he expresses himself well orally, his
written work is of a very inferior
grade
.
Area 9: Social Service Rating: Low







Anecdotal Record Roy prefers to have
people do things for
him rather than to
do for others. He
takes the attitude







You never do things
for me."
Opinion of Others Father and teachers
comment that Roy is
lazy and selfish.
Evaluation Being of service to others is not part
of Roy’s make-up. He welcomes the op-
portunity to be an exhibitionist and
bring forth laughter from the class but
he has no genuine interest in helping
or contributing something useful. He
takes the attitude that the world owes
him a living and he'll get by. He en-
joys bossing other aid letting them do
things for him and even boasts that the
smart thing to do is to get other people
to do things for you.
'
CASE NUMBER NINE
Cora, the fourteen year old daughter of Canadian-born
parents, has a very pleasing personality and co-operative at-
titude. She is of average intelligence and is rated as aver-
age in achievement but excellent in school citizenship.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS































Items in this area
occur most frequent-
ly-




if children are hurt
at play. She enjoys
teaching others.
Cora is an unusually
understanding girl














Evaluation Cora not only listed social service
items more frequently than the others
but also continually emphasized the fact
that she enjoyed these activities. She
has a very maternal attitude toward
younger children and, by her attitude,
shows a genuine liking for helping
others. She often goes out of her way
to render assistance and always offers
it in a sweet, charming manner. She
willingly assumed the task of distribu-
ting milk at lunchtime and would often
be seen taking off bottle caps, replac-
ing broken straws, opening tonic bottles,
and even cleaning up spilled milk. The
writer has observed children approach
her on the playground for sympathy or
treatment of cuts or bruises. Cora even
suggests tasks whereby she can be of
service to the teacher. She has men-
tioned a desire to be a nurse.
Area 2: Musical Rating: High















Cora is very musical.






























Won prize in tal-
ent contest.
Cora has a lovely voice and willingly
displays her talent when requested to do
so. She volunteered to participate in a
musical radio program. Her conversation
substantiates her listings in which she
expresses enjoyment of musical produc-
tions. Cora goes to the "Canteen" dances
frequently and also takes delight in
teaching other girls the latest dance
steps
.











and magazines . She

























to spelling, "Don 1 t
like it but will
have to get used
to it if I ever
work in an office."
Opinion of Others Teachers comment
that Cora's oral




be in reading of a
light nature.
Collected articles







Hobbies, etc. Cora has many scrap-














are listed. Most of
them are done in a
helpful manner
rather than because
of a mechanical in-
terest.




she likes and house-
work which she does
out of sense of duty.












They feel that she
enjoys doing for others
and is accustomed to
doing so.
Cora enjoys making Exhibited scrap-
































fifth in order of
frequency.
Cora speaks of lik-
ing art. She also
refers to wanting
















hair in new style.
Remarked, "I liked







There are compara- Drew picture of
tively few items lis secretary. Made
listed in this area. list of movie
stars
.
Cora takes it upon Cleaned desk of
herself to put things absent pupil be-
in order. She does cause "it was a
not like to list mess."
spelling words.
Teachers notice that
Cora makes an effort
to have neat work
always. She doesn’t
seem to enjoy routine
listing.
Often commented

















Area 7: Persuasive Rating: Average






Anecdotal Record Cora is not the
domineering type,









Opinion of Others Teachers recognize
Cora’s leadership as








Area 8: Computational Rating: Average
Listed Activities There are quite a






Anecdotal Record Cora works diligent-
ly in arithmetic as-
signments. There is





good mark in ar-
ithmetic. Com-




Teachers notice in- Sought help in
teres t and con- problem on which
scientious work in she was doubtful
arithmetic class. as to method.
However, there is no
other evidence of
computational interest.
Area 9: Scientific Rating: Average
Listed Activities There is but one Was interested in
scientific item listed, lesson on placets.














At one time she
expressed a desire






in science is lim-
ited to particular
projects in which


















Bob is a fourteen year old eighth grade pupil whose
parents are both American. Ee has average intelligence but is
rated as poor in achievement as well as school citizenship. Ee
is an enthusiastic boy, but finds it extremely difficult to
concentrate on a particular task for any length of time.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS




































ing so much that
he gives unsoli-

















he applies to air-




























Bob likes to be the main attraction. He
likes to express his ideas but dislikes
expending effort toward accomplishment
of a task. Therefore, because he is
talented in art, this becomes a quick
and easy means of expression for him.
It also, wins for him the desired praise.
He delights in telling others how they
should do things and finds art an ef-
fective method of demonstration. Almost
one-half of his listed activities show
















arithmetic or some other thought-provok-
ing task and devote his time to rapid
sketching of futuristic ships and
planes. Bob entered a flower arrange-








More items belong in









in the field of
literature in which
















Bob's love for read-
ing but regret he
does not apply his
knowledge better.
Mother says Bob does
















Bob has a wealth of literary knowledge
at his command. He offers this informa-
tion as additions to presentations by
other pupils or in a special report of
his own. Orally, he expresses himself
vividly and effectively, but in written
work, his compositions are hardly legi-



















indifference. Ee has many aid varied
literary interests and can expound
eloquently on some of the best literary
works as well as current items of in-
terest presented on the radio, in news-
papers, or in magazines. He has listed













and dancing. He will-
ingly performs for
the group. He often





for music and keen
sense of rhythm.











Sang solo at ama-
teur performance.
He urged group of









Musical items rate third in frequency.
Bob enjoys singing so much that, at
times, he distracts others because of
his incessant humming. He is happy when
singing as he draws. Bob has an excell-
ent voice and delights in singing solos
in school and during amateur performances
elsewhere. He brought many victrola rec-
ords to school and took gfeat delight































He enjoys a good
argument and boasts









Teachers realize that Pupils requested
Bob has the reputa- Bob to keep still
tion of being a and let someone
trouble-maker. His else talk,
personality traits

















Bob is in his glory when a good argu-
ment is in progress and he is in the
midst of it. Though he is not always
successful at coming out on top, he is
not easily defeated. He has quite an
extensive supply of anecdotes and
jokes with which he strives to captivate
the attention of others. Whenever an
attractive prize was offered for ticket
sales, he demonstrated his persuasive
powers to such an extent that he usually
won.
Area 5 Scientific Rating; High


























Bob is not too con-
cerned about seek-
ing out facts but
has gained many in
his wide range of
reading.
Bob is definitely interested in anything
of a scientific nature. He has keen in-
sight and shows remarkable understanding
of scientific progress. He has spent
much time on farms and is able to dis-
cuss the newest inventions of farm
implements. He has had a garden for many
summers and has v/on many gardening
prizes. In fact, he seriously considered
electing the agricultural course. His
classwork gives evidence of knowledge of
vaccines and other such developments in






















There are few items
listed in this area,
Bob gives attention
for a while but soon
seeks diversion. He
appears to get nerv-









but gave the task
















thing for any length
of time.
Opinion of Others Father and teachers
remark that Bob lacks
quality of sticking
to a task to the finish.
This applies to routine,
clerical tasks.
Area 7: Mechanical Rating: Average
Listed Activities Only a few items





Anecdotal Record Bob starts a task,
apparently interested,











Opinion of Others Teachers comment that
interest in mechanical
things is present but
of short duration.







Area 8: Computational Rating: Low
Listed Activities Arithmetic is usually Disliked doing
in column of dis- problems,
liked activities.
Anecdotal Record Bob’s facial expres-
sion when computing











Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
as teachers in that
Bob does not concen-
trate. He does his
arithmetic hurriedly
and carelessly.
Bob does not like to concentrate and re-
sents being expected to do so in arith-
metic. While attempting to compute, he
usually grumbles, expresses dislike, and
eventually presents a carelessly done
sample of work.
Area S: Social Service Rating: Low
Listed Activities Practically all of
items regarding serv-










Bob continually crit- Withdrew from
icizes others and






He will not work with
a group unless they
accept and use his ideas.
group do 5 ng
science project
because they re-
fused to let him
do all the letter-
ing his way.
Teachers express re-
gret that Bob is so
self-centered. He is
noted for his atti-
tude, "I’ll take
care of myself. Let
the other fellow
take care of himself
Bob remarked, "Do
it yourself, then.
I won’t do it that






Evaluation Bob is a selfish, self-centered child who
boasts that he can take care of himself.
He expresses dislike at doing chores at
home and avoids helping others, assuming






Linda is an attractive thirteen year old girl who lives
with her grandmother who speaks no English. Though her intelli
gence is good, her achievement is below average and her
school citizenship is only fair.
COMPARISON OP RATINGS







Social Service- 65 Mechanical
Clerical 50 Musi cal
Mechanical 41 Literary












































Linda devotes time to
sketching and neglects











to other pupils be-
fore school.
Linda continually gives evidence of
artistic interest. She wants to be a
model and often cleverly depicts her-
self as such. She is proud of her sketch-
ing in which she designs clothes of
various types. She also applies her dep-
signing to hat creations, blouses, and
skirts. Linda shows orignklity in draw-
ing, particularly in making notebook
covers. She spends much time making her-
self attractive, devoting attention to
novel hair styles, clothes accessories,
and costume jewelry. She has many scrap-
books of beautifully gowned movie stars
















Area 2: Mechanical Rating: Average
Listed Activities Mechanical items







Anecdotal Record Linda spends time
cutting out pictures









Worked on skirt in
sewing class.
Opinion of Others Teachers notice
that Linda enjoys
working on pretty


















Area 3: Musical Rating: Average







Anecdotal Record Linda shows interest
in dancing and dance
music. Her voluntary
musical contributions








Opinion of Others Teachers feel that love
























Area 4: Literary Rating: Average
Listed Activities Though there are
many items listed,

















Opinion of Others Teachers agree that














Area 5: Social Service Rating: Average
Listed Activities Few items are listed







Anecdotal Record Linda willingly helps
when requested to do
















Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi^
Information Activities dence
Opinion of Others Teachers feel that
because of the atten-
tion Linda has always
received, it does not











Few items listed be- Drew picture of




She is not con-
cerned with detail.




re copy psp er. Ex-
pressed wish to
work as a secre-
rary
.
Teachers are of the
opinion that Linda has
a glamorous idea of
the duties of a pri-
vate secretary. There-
in is where the interest
lies .




















not conducive to leader-
ship. She just wants to




























Linda seems to feel
science is not lady-
like . She refuses to
exert herself to try
to understand things
of a scientific nature.
Linda’s interests are not in the schol-
astic field. Things of a scientific
nature do not appeal to her. She puts
forth no effort to enter into projects
or exhibitions which involve science.
Her attitude is an expression of dis-
taste for the subject.
Commented, "Oh,
those ugly things’."
Area 9: Computational Rating: Low
Listed Activities Many items are in Disliked arithme-
column of dislikes. tic.
Anecdotal Record Linda often expresses Asked Allen to do
dislike for arithme- her work because
tic. She usually she hated arith-
trys to get someone metic.
to do it for her.
Opinion of Others Teachers remark that
Linda does not seem
to care for anything
which requires concen-
tration such as arith-
metic .









irksome to Linda. She shows no interest
whatever in class. In fact, she appears
much preoccupied with outside interests.
She does not hesitate to express her





Alice is fourteen year old eighth grade girl of average
intelligence. Her school citizenship is good and her general
acnievement is about average. She has American born parents
and because her father is proprietor of a small general store,
has much opportunity to apply herself to clerical tasks.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS








Literary 45 Social Service
Scientific 35 Li terary
Mechanical 32 Persuasive


































teacher for group who




always ready to dance
or sing.
Alice includes many Listened to "Hit
musical programs as Parade", "Talent
favorites. Scouts", and "Juke
Box Saturday Night"
Alice expresses, in both words and ac-
tions, a real love for music. Without
hesitation, she seizes upon an opportun-
ity to sing or dance and usually leads
others when the group is participating.
She enjoys having small groups get to-
gether with her and try out three-part
singing or practice the latest dance
steps. She especially likes to lead the
conga line. Alice eagerly looks forward
to the weekly "Canteen" dances. Her moth-






































listening to musical programs on the
radio or playing victrola records.
Clerical items rate
second in frequency.
























The class selects Alice
as secretary for their
group work thus recog-
nizing her interest.
Parents speak of effi-
ciency in store work.
Store patrons praise
Alice for manners in
serving them in store.
Secretarial pictures Brought in pic-
comprise part of tures of secretary
Alice’s scrapbook. during study of
"Occupations "
.
Alice assists her father, serving as
clerk in his general store. She refers
to her working hours as very pleasur-
able ones, saying, "It is fun to meet
people and wait on them." She enjoys
using the adding machine and keeping
accounts. She aspires to a secretarial
position and has expressed a strong in-















- . i - — — — - . . ... —-—
—
Rating: Average
Listed Activities Mai y items are in
this area.




Anecdotal Record Alice decorates
whenever she gets
the opportunity. She
is fond of jewelry
and hair ornaments.







Opinion of Others Pupils comment that
Alice likes to ’’doll
up". Teachers remark









Area 4: Mechanical Rating: Average












Told Ruth she would




Opinion of Others Alice has reputation
of doing various kinds
of handwork. Teachers
note that this is con-
fined to fancy articles.
Hobbies, etc. Alice lists crocheting Crocheted chair

















Area 5: Computational Rating; Average
Listed Activities Computational items Liked square root,
appeared often. In Played cribbage
.






Alice doe 3 arithme- Offered to help
tic with ease and Allen with ex-
assurance. She as- ample s.
sists others, also.
Teachers are of the






Items in this area Taught girls to
are in both liked and crochet. Disliked
disliked columns. helping with
dishes
.
Area 6; Social Service
Listed Activities
Anecdotal Record Slice* s interests
are so varied that
helping others be-
comes natural. She















same trait in school.
Area 7; Literary Rating: Average
Literary items occur Listened to "The
















ally refer to radio
stories of adven-
ture. Written com-






Literary activities Heard program , "Mr
.
are numerous but not and Mrs. North”,
of high standards.
Alice’s interests
are in the entertain-
ment field rather than
the creative type.
Teachers are of the
opinion that "funnies"
and such reading pro-
vide relaxation for
Alice. They express
concern that her read-
ing interests are not
of a higher type.
Alice lists many Listened to "The
favorite radio pro- Lone Ranger". "A







Very few items are Sold tickets for














as one of accepted social
leaders of the class. She












Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
and easily wins others
over even though she





the column of liked
activities and









present are the ones





eggs for use in
science project.
Teachers note that it
takes much incentive
to really interest Alice













Earl is a fourteen year old boy with average intelli-
gence. Teachers rate him as good in citizenship and average in
acnievement. Pie is the only child of American born parents and
expresses great interest in auto mechanics, much to the con-
sternation of his parents who seek higher goals for their son.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS







Literary 50 Social Service












































Told of auto motor
he is fixing.
Brought his model
planes for use in
science project.
Earl’s high mechanical and scientific
interests are closely associated, for he
is greatly interested in the progress of
inventions as well as the machines them-
selves. Over half the items are mech-
anical in nature. Earl has numerous mech-
anical projects at home. In fact, he has
a workshop where he devotes much time to
repairing motors and constructing model
airplanes. He has recently installed a
motor in one of the planes and was able
to do all the mechanical work, including
the wiring, himself. He is also helping
his father rebuild an old automobile
motor. He is very eager to attend a
Over half are mech-
anical .








they call upon Earl
to repair mechanical
things. His mother
says Earl liked to
"tinker around old

























Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
trade school and receives encouragement
from his manual training teacher who
rates him as one of the best pupils he
has ever had.
Rating: High
Though few in number, Made bulletin
these items express board display of
Earl’s liking for planets. Helped
science and desire label collection
to investigate things of minerals. Cut
of a scientific
nature.







ports that he reads






more than anyone else.
Earl made a collec- Contributed infor-
tion of pictures and mation about
articles on latest newest inventions,
developments in mach- x
inery
.
Earl likes to investigate things of a
scientific nature and often becomes
completely absorbed in the "National
Geographic Magazine", which he uses
more than anyone else in school. His
Mother says he spends much time at home
perusing such magazines as "Popular



















Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Information Activities denc e
He discusses ideas gained from them
with his father.




here are also of
mechanical nature.
Earl is shy and pre-

















Opinion of Others Teachers notice that







wants to be left alone
Teacher urged him









When there is some-
thing Earl can fix,
he delights in de-
voting time to it.
Many items are in















to the "Lone Ran-




















stories on the radio
and scientific maga-
zines. Teachers note












stead of one of
many library books


















For the most part,
these items are con-
cerned with mechani-










tering but does not











to use a ruler




















Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Information Activities dence
time activities are set in school.
lettering and copy- variety of air-
















On the few occasions
when Earl joins the
group at noon recess,
he takes over the
care of the victrola.
He often ceases to
sing in music class





bored with the music
class. The pupils
evidence amusement
when Earl is sug-
gested as one of a
group to perform in












Evaluation Earl is not interested in things of a
musical nature. He will ask to be ex-
cused from music class, and will even
suggest things he could be doing in-
stead-adjusting chaJbl’s, fixing sewing
machines, inking boards, or the like.
Area 7 ; Computational Rating: Low
Listed Activities There is an occasional Disliked correct-
item expressing like ing mistakes on


















Earl is usually con-
scientious but will







Parents and teachers Facial expression
agree that Earl does evidenced dislike
not enjoy arithmetic, of arithmetic.
The only time he
puts effort into it
is doing measurements
for something he wants
to make.
Earl expresses definite distaste while
puzzling over arithmetic problems. He
is a conscientious pupil but has diffi-
culty in applying himself to computa-
tional tasks. Though Earl is not t be
complaining type of pupil, he does not
hesitate to express his dislike for
this subject.
Area 8: Persuasive Rating: Low
Listed Activities There are no activities





He resents any at-
tempt to draw him in-











The teachers as well
as his parfeetife agree




get the best of
him rather than
argue his point.









Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
He is much like his father in that he
prefers to work by himself. He has no
desire to attempt to convince others. In
fact, he is a shy child of few words and









There is no item
listed in this area




feel that Earl be-
came bored with




Routine, clerical tasks do not appeal
to Ear. He disliked pencil work except
when a ruler is used as in mechanical
drawing. Occasionally, he offered to
help with a clerical task but would
soon ask to be excused to perform sane









Sue is a thirteen year old eighth grade pupil whose
parents, both American, are not in favor of higher education.
She has good intelligence, does well in general achievement,
and is considered an excellent school citizen.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS




















































to sing, dance, or
listen to music.
She has a wealth of
knowledge on famous
singers. Pupils look
to her as a leader





music and feel that




but attempts to dis-




tion on opera stars.


























Sue talks, writes, and things about be-
ing an opera singer. She often expresses
gratitude to the teacher who inspired
her musical interest, but regrets lack
of funds for music lessons. She enjoys
her school music lesson aod often sug-





Source of Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Information Activities dence
usually volunteers to take the lead. Sue
has an excellent scrapbook of opera
stars and operatic productions. Over
one-third of her listed activities which
she claims to have enjoyed are of a
musical nature.













she is widely read.
She once expressed
wish to be a re-
porter.
Teachers comment
that there is unu-
sual display of in-






























Evaluation Sue is w'idely read and expresses herself
intelligently on many matters of current
interest. In fact, she places her desire
to be a reporter next to that of being
an opera singer. She is acquainted with
many dramatic radio programs as well as
numerous magazines. Sue enjoys perform-
ances such as debates and does very well
















Area 5: Social Service Rat ins: Average
Listed Activities Social Service items






Anecdotal Record Sue seems willing





with a sense of duty




but said she did
not like this duty
Opinion of Others Teachers and Mother
express gratitude for
her willing assistance.
Area 4: Clerical Rating: Average
Listed Activities Only eight of the








Anecdotal Record Sue does not volun-
tarily assume cleri-
cal tasks but does
those assigned to








Opinion of Others Teachers comment






Area 5: Computational Rating: Average
Listed Activities About one -sixth of





















Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence







Teachers feel that Sue,
being conscientious,
takes an interest in
mathematics assigned.
However, it does not





None are in this area.
Sue often leads the
group in cheerlead-
ing, planning pro-



















Coaxed Sue to be
their captain
though Sue did not
wish to play in
the game
Few items are in
this area.
Sue does neat art
work. It does not
Rating: Average
Made illustration























Analysis of Supporting Evip
Activities dence
possess creative est and best or-
qualities. Her note- ganized.
books illustrate a






on neatness and or-
derliness or work.
Sue makes scrapbooks Requested music
of opera singers and material teacher
movie stars. offered to anyone
interested in
music. This was for
her scrapbook.
Rating: Low
There are none in this
area
.





does not manifest rea
interest or contribut
to class discussions.







Teachers note that Sue 1 s
various interests do not
include scientific things.
Matters of a scientific nature just do
not appeal to Sue. She listens politely
and observes displays, but shows no
eagerness to actively participate in the
discussion work. She shows no particular





















Analysis of Supporting Evi-
Activities dence
Rating: Low
Listed items are all Disliked housework
in column of dislikes, chores of all kind.
Sue does as requested Preferred to copy
but it is evident and prepare
that she does not paper to be dit-
not enjoy mechani- toed rather than
cal things. use ditto machine.
Mother reports that
Sue prefers to listen
to musical programs
rather than engage in
household arts.
Sue does not hesitate to express her
dislike for mechanical things. She
helps when requested to do so, but
honestly admits that it is not from
choice. Her mother verifies this opinion
when she comments that Sue will help
her but shows no interest in housework
or other things of a mechanical nature.
i<
CASE NUMBER FIFTEEN
Alma is a thirteen year old eighth grade pupil who
avoids group gatherings . She has strict parents who do not
approve of granting freedom. She has average intelligence and
is rated good in school citizenship. Her general achievement
is poor, which may be due somewhat to poor vision.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS
Kuder Preference Record Pupil Activity Record
Area Percentile Area
High
Musical —81 Arti stic
Artistic 78 Mechanical
Average
Computational- 70 Musi cal
Persuasive---- 65 Li terary


































to group who call
themselves "Fashion
Sisters". She de-
lights in new styles




Alma finds a means
of expressing her-
self. Poor eyesight
has brought about a
reading difficulty
of which she is con-
scious. This adds to
















Seemed to find art
a means of escape
and welcomed op-
portuhity to draw.
Alma keeps scrapbook Intrigued girls
of fashions and spends wL th original de-
much leisure time signs,
designing clothes.
Alma, has many scrapbooks of models and
sketches illustrating dress designs. She
brought in dolls for which she had made
attractive costumes. She belongs to a
group who call themselves "Fashion Sis-
ters". Alma wears ornaments of maty kinds
and takes pleasure in arranging new
hair-dos for herself and others. When
given a choice of use of time, she in-
variably resorts to drawing. She recent-





















She finds this a pleasurable means of
expression.
Mechanical items
























office work vuc uld
- be fun.
Teachers feel that
Alma’s one chance of
excelling others is
in the household arts
so she grasps her
opportuni ti es here
.
They note that she



















Alma discusses her enjoyment of sewing
and cooking with the other girls. She
makes fudge for parties. She often wears
blouse or skirts which she has made.
Alma has quite a collection of miniature
furniture which she has made. She appears
happier when doing someting of a mechani-


























ment in music. She
does not feel in-












reticent to do so.
After much coaxing
Alma consfented to




























tery, and hero wor-
ship. She scans
books rather than








"I wish I didn’t




radio stories and mag-
azine illustrations
provide further source
of escape for Alma.
Alma lists many radio Favorite programs






















Area 5: Clerical Rating: Average
Listed Activities There are few items





Anecdotal Record Alma mentions desire
to work in office.
Requests librarian










Opinion of Others Teachers feel that Often remarked,
Alma has greater in- "I’m not smart
terest in clerical enough to be a
work than is appar- secretary."
ent. Her realization
of reading and writing
limitations inhibits
her from expressing her
interest in that area.
Area 6: Scientific Rating: Average
Listed Activities All items listed are







Anecdotal Record Alma often comments

























Analysis of Supporting Evi©
Activities dence
Teachers notice that Drew many illus^y
artistic correlation trations for
with science accounts science notebook,




Computational items Did per cent ex-
involving step-by- cmples. Disliked
step process are in problems,
the column of likes
but problems are in























cause of some of
this indifference.
Alma shows little interest in computa-
tional things. It is possible that poor
vision makes arithmetic difficult for
her so creates in her a distaste forit.
She becomes confused and discouraged
when doing arithmetic and vehemently
expresses her dislike of the subject.
Rating: Low
The only item listed






Alma often expressed Radiated pleasure
dislike of minding at being selected
















with which she has
been favored.
Teachers feel that
Alma has built a pro-
tective wall about
herself. This inhibits
her from doing many
things. She appears
to have an inferiority
complex and thus doesn’t
offer her assistance.
Only one social service item is listed
and that is under disliked activities.
She has developed a complex whereby
she avoids groups claiming she gets ill
when on an outing with others. She would
not attend a theatre party or beach
outing with her class. She reports her
dislike for doing errands and other
serviceable tasks. She seems to have
built a wall about herself which pre-














There is no persuasive
item listed.
Alma prefers to sit
by herself and draw
rather than mingle
with the group. She
has a sensitive na-
ture and often ex-
hibits hurt feelings.








than go to beach
with girls. Ex-
pressed wish to
see play but did
no attend. Wept
when teased to go
with class.
Teachers feel that Planned to attend
a strong habit of frankfort roast



















withdrawing herself but didn’t put in
has become so es- an appearance,
tablished that Alma
doesn’t seem to be
able to overcome it.
There is no persuasive item listed. Alina
is sensitive and often exhibits hurt
feelings. She avoids ticket selling or
anything of that nature, saying she






Frank is a fourteen year old twin of superior intellect
who enjoys anything of a thought-provoking challenging nature.
His general achievement is excellent and his school citizenship
is good. Both of his parents were class leaders in high school.
Frank, like his father, has a great love for literature.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS



































a wealth of infor-
mation on many arid
varied subjects.





and displays an un-
usual interest in
worth-while articles.




consider Frank an in-
telligent pupil who i
eager to increase and
























Frank reads many mag- Listed many maga-
azines and newspapers zines such as
particularly sports "Popular Mechanic^*
and medical articles. "Field and Stream"
He is also an ardent "Sports Afield"
radio fan. "Lif e""National
Geographic ""Satur-
day Evening Post"
Frank is especially interested in any-
thing of a literary nature and has
always had his essays submitted for final
selections in the annual Rotary Club






















writing short stories. He is widely
read and endowed with a wealth of in-
formation which he expresses exception-
ally well. He discusses articles of cur
rent interest intelligently and is well





































to school and re-
ported on finding
planets each night.
Parents and teachers are




in matters of a scien-
tific nature.
He reads scientific
articles in many maga-
zines .
He shows much interest in anything
scientific and builds model planes,
attends flying meet, and at one time
expressed his desire to be a pilot. He
contributes much in the line of material














a science project is in effect. In fact,
when planets were being studied he
would report on results of his star
gazing.
Area 3: Computational Rating: High
Listed Activities The number of compu- Played chess. Sol-
tational items rates ved mathematic
second to literary. puzzle. Won crib-
bage game.
Anecdotal Record Frank seeks challen- Kept score when
gers in such games listening to
as chess, cribbage, games on radio,
and brain-teasers. Was elected score
He evidences great keeper for basket-
pleasure in doing ball games. Played
arithmetic. in chess tourna-
ment.
Opinion of Others Parents and teachers
agree that Frank does
all things of compu-
tational nature with
much enjoyment.
Hobbies, etc. Frank notes many games Listed chess,
which involve care- cribbage, and
ful figuring. brainteasers
among hobbies.
Evaluation He is an accomplished chess and crib-
bage player. Mathematical teasers are
play to him and he has to be requested
to give others a chance when solving
problems is done as classwork.
Area 4: Mechanical Rating: Average
Listed Activities Mechanical items rate Made model atr-
third in frequency plane. Repaired
of liked activities. clock. Brought
All household chores mechanical puzzle,

























He also likes to
use the movie pro-
jector.
















He makes model planes Worked on jigsaw
and works on mechan- puzzle. Completed








There are only six
items listed in this
area
Frank is not aggres-
sive but his powers
of influence are
recognized by the










tion of best paper.
Parents and teachers
note that Frank is not
particularly interested
in influencing others
even though he possffises
leadership qualities.
Area 6: Musical Rating: Average













musical items in the
column of liked ac-
tivities but also











music and likes some
musical radio pro-













Mother feels that other
interests outshine his
musical ones. His musi-
cal radio programs do
not have the appeal of
stories. He joins with
the group in dancing and









There are but few Copied list of






are orderly and neat.
Homework concerning
definitions and the









Area 8: Social Service Rating: Average
Listed Activities More of these items Disliked getting
















activities thanliiked. liked doing dishea
However, they prac-
tically all refer to
household chores.
Frank is always
ready to assist when
asked to do ditto-






tial amount and even








contend Frank is a
leader rather than a
helper. They feel his
negative attitude toward
charity was not sincere.
Rating: Low
There are three iter® Disliked art les-
in the column of son. Did lettering
likes and one in on poster,
that of dislikes.
trank voiced dislike
of art. He confined
his poster work to
lettering. He resent





feel that Frank has so
many other interests he
doesn’t want to bother
with art.
Frank resents spending time on things
of an artistic nature. He says he just
doesn’t like &rt_.
_____
Commented, ,f I donft
like art”. Assumed
air of disgust
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Rose is the stronger of fourteen year old twins . She is
very solicitous of her sister who has a heart condition. Her
parents are American born and are devoted to their eight chil-
dren. Although Rose’s intelligence is rated as slightly below
average, she has acquired a good rating in general achievement
and an excellent one in school citizenship.
COMPARISON OF RATINGS
\
Kuder Preference Record Pupil Activity Record
Area Percentile Area
High
Scientific -- 95 Social Servic
Computati onal 93 Scientific
Social Service 82
Average
Clerical 70 Computati onal
Musical 54 Literary













Area Is Social Service Rating: High
Listed Activities Over one third of
activities are in
this area.
Took care of bro-
ther and sister.
Practiced first-








to help. She shows
motherly attitude
toward children in




to be nurse or air-
plane hostess.
Her mother reports
that Rose is helpful
with younger chil-
dren as well as wi th
housework. The
scoutleader consid-
ers her an able and
willing assistant.
Teachers depend on




















which had to be
done each week.
More items belong in this area than any
other. There is constant mention of her
liking to help people - her mother with
the housework and children, her aunt
who needs her help during illness, the
Church for which she taught Sunday
School and sold tickets for various events
and teachers wi th correcting papers and
preparing ditto work. Rose’s mother re-
ports that she likes to help with the
housework and taking care of younger
children. Observation reveals that Rose
is one of the very dependable and will-
ing pupils upon which teachers con-
stantly call for assistance. Rose re-





















Items in this area














visit to the sani-
tarium. She closely
observed growth and

















in regard to progress
in medicines.
Though fewer actual items occur in this
area than in the mechanical field, ob-
servation indicates a high interest in
scientific things. 5he remembers scien-
tific items mentioned on the radio and
selected "Invent! ons" for a special
topic. Rose talks intelligently about
X-ray apparatus which she had the oppor-
tunity to observe. She is anxious to
visit her uncle, a doctor, so as to visit
the sanitarium again. She closely observes
scientific picbufces and asked questions
about the setting of the sun and the
like . Rose often seeks out further scien-




















There are many items



































time is spent listening
to murder and mystery
stories and reading ad-
venturesome books.
Rose often expresses
a liking for arith-









Area 5: Mechanical Rating: Average


























are mostly of a
service nature. Rose
snakes some of her
clothes. She often
operates the ditto
machine or takes it
upon herself to clean
room.
Mother reports that
Rose likes to help
with sewing, cooking,
and housework. Teachers
comment that she is
happy when busy doing







There are quite a
few items here but
more in the pre-
ceeding areas.



















Rose is a helpful
child with things of
a clerical nature but
is not content to do
routine things for aiy
length of time
.
Area 7: Persuasive Rating: Average































Opinion Of Others Parents and teachers
agree that Rose is not
especially eater to
influence or lead
others but does so
in a helpful, thought-
ful manner.
Area 8: Musical












group but refuses to
sing alone. Often
she joins others in










Mother says that Rose
likes to participate
in group activities.
Teachers are of the
opinion that Rose is
not particularly inter-
ested in music but joins
the musical activities
for social satisfaction.
Area 9: Artistic Rating: Low











Ac ti vi ties
Supporting Evi-
dence
Listed Activities The few activities




Anecdotal Record Hose often asks Allen
to help her with il-
lustrations. She
voices her dislike of
art
.
Commented, ,T I don't
like art. I can't
draw .
”
Opinion of Others Teachers feel that
consciousness of lack
of ability has devel-
oped in Hose an atti-
tude of dislike for
art
.
Evaluation Hose is a conscientious, diligent pupil
who wishes to achieve. She cannot get
satisfying results in art, thus expresses
dislike of it. When she has occasion to
illustrate, she does not hesitate to let
more gifted pupils help. She is a prac-
tical girl and can’t be bothered with












FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER STUDY
Findings
Presentation of tables . - A review of the seventeen
case studies made it apparent that there were many bases for
comparison. To show certain types of comparative data the
writer has included tables concerning the distribution of
cases in the high interest rating; the distribution of cases
in the average interest rating; the distribution of cases in
the low interest rating; per cent of agreement in rank order,
for the nine areas; and a comparison of per cent of agreement
in high, average, and low ratings for each area.
Explanation of Tables I, II. III, - These tables deal
with findings regarding ratings in each of the nine areas as
given on the Kuder Preference Record - mechanical, computa-
tional, scientific, persuasive, artistic, literary, musical,
social service, and clerical. The following factors are
considered
:
1. Number of cases in which it was given
particular rating on Kuder Preference
Record.
2. Number of cases in which it was given
this same rating on Pupil Activity
Record.
3. Number of cases in which this rating
appeared - either on Kuder Preference
Record or Pupil Activity Record.
4. Number of cases in which there was.
t
agreement, i. e., It appeared in same
place on both the Kuder Preference
Record and the Pupil Activity Record.
5. Percentage of agreement between Kuder
Preference Record and Pupil Activity
Record. This was determined by com-
paring number three with number four.
Table I illustrates the distribution of cases in the
high interest rating. It gives evidence indicating that at
least half the pupils who expressed a high interest in the
cultural arts performed activities consistent with this
expressed preference - art 60 per cent, music 50 per cent,
science 50 per cent. Percentage of agreement was greater here
than for those who showed high degree of interest in other
areas of the Kuder Preference Record.
Data presented indicates that the pupils whose selec-
tions on the Kuder Preference Record earned a high interest
rating in computational and persuasive areas were not the
pupils whose major activities involved these areas of interest.
Information here shows that less than half the pupils
who expressed more than average interest in mechanical,
social service, clerical, or literary areas actually engaged
in activities of these kind to any noteble degree. - mechanical
46.9 per cent, social service 33.5 per cent, clerical 53.3 per
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Table II shows the distribution of cases in the average
interest rating.
Almost three-fourths of the pupils who rated as average
in social service interest on the Kuder Preference Record per-
formed accordingly as evidenced on the Pupil Activity Record.
Data on clerical, mechanical, musical, scientific, and
literary areas gave evidence that more than half the pupils
who received an average rating of the Kuder Preference Record
were also given an average rating on the Pupil Activity Record.
Participation in computational and persuasive activities,
as given here, are not in accordance witn interests on the
Kuder Preference Record.
Less than half the pupils who rated an average interest
in art on the Kuder Preference Record received a like rating
on the Pupil Activity Record.
*
Table III gives the distribution of cases in the low
interest area.
It is interesting to note one hundred per cent of agree-
ment in low ratings in artistic area.
Agreement in five-sixths of the social service ratings
and two-thirds of the literary ratings indicates that many who
expressed low interest on the Kuder Preference Record substan-
tiated this by demonstrating little or lack of interest of
this kind.
At least half the pupils who received a low rating in
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low Interest in activities of this nature.
Little agreement is evidenced here between the number
of pupils who expressed low interest in things of a clerical,
computational, or persuasive nature and the number whose
activities indicate low interest in these areas.
According to the data given, the pupils whose musical
interests were rated as low on the Kuder Preference Record
were not the same pupils who showed little interest in musi-
cal activities.
Table IV presents the per cent of agreement, in rank
order, for the nine areas. The percents, as given in Tables
I, II, and III, are listed in descending order for the high,
average, and low ratings.
In the High Rating
,
the artistic area had the highest
per cent of agreement. Computational and persuasive areas
showed no agreement whatever. Data on musical and scientific
areas indicated that half the cases performed in accordance
with their preferences. Mechanical, social service, clerical,
and literary areas showed lack of agreement between preferences
and actual participation in activities.
In regard to the Average Rating
,
all areas received
a higher per cent of agreement here than in the high rating.
Social service showed the most consistency and computational
the least. All but artistic, persuasive, and computational
areas were rated above a fifty per cent agreement.
As to the Low Rating
,
artistic ranked highest with a
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one-hundred per cent agreement while musical was lowest with
no agreement. Social service, literary, scientific, and mech-
( /
anical areas all received an agreement of fifty per cent or
more. Evidence that few performed in accordance with their
expression of preferences is given for clerical, computational,
and persuasive areas.
Table V gives a comparison of per cent of agreement
in the high, average, and low rating for each area.
Information given indicates that there is consistency
between expressed preferences and actual activities in more
than half the cases rated high or low in the Artistic area.
However, this is not true of those rated average in this area.
Evidence discloses better than fifty percent of agree-
ment in all ratings of the Scientific area.
Data used illustrates that more than half the pupils
receiving high and average ratings in the Musical area
performed in accordance with their measured preferences. Those
in the low rating of this area did not do so.
The per cent of agreement, as determined for the
Mechanical area, was greater in the average and low ratings
than in the high rating. Though a high per cent of agreement
is noted here in the low and average ratings of the Social
Service area, the high rating lacked consistency between
preferences and activities.
Performance in accord with preference as illustrated
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Clerical area. However, lack of agreement is evidenced in the
high and low areas
.
The Literary area shows more than fifty per cent agree-
ment in the low and average ratings but very little agreement
in the high rating.
In regard to Persuasive and Computational areas, evi-
dence indicates, for all ratings, a decided lack of agreement
between expressed preferences and performance of activities.
Conclusions
Upon completion of this study of pupil activities in
relation to expressed preference, the following tentative
general conclusions based upon findings in regard to these
seventeen cases were drawn:
1. As one compares datav concerning mea-
sure of interest with actual partici-
pation in activities, it appears that
pupils of eighth grade level do not per-
form in accordance with measured interests.
2. A survey of findings indicates that
lack of interest can be measurered
more effectively than high degree
of interest.
5. This study gives evidence that, in
general, measured average ratings
are more consistent with perform-
ance of activities than are measured
high and low ratings.
4. Information given leads one to be-
lieve that high interest ratings on
the Kuder Preference Record are not
generally consistent with high in-
terest ratings as determined by ac-
tual pupil activities.
5. Evidence here discloses that approxi-
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average interest ratings in vari-
ous areas on the Kuder Preference
Record were rated likewise on the
Pupil Activity Record.
6. A study of the data gives indica-
tion that less than half the pupils
who received low interest ratings
on the Kuder Preference Record ex-
hibited a low level of interest in
performance of activities.
7. Throughout the study, it is evi-
dent that persuasive and computa-
tional ratings as measured on the
Kuder Preference Record are not
in agreement with ratings as de-
termined by the Pupil Activity
Record.
8. From data given, it seems appar-
ent that, of all areas, artistic
interests can be measured most
effectively.
9. In this study, there is a notic-
able difference in expression of
interest when a pupil is given
a free choice rather than a choice
of selected items.
10.
Information concerning pupil ac-
tivities gained from observation
and supplementary data is more
indicative of pupil interests at
eighth grade level than are re-
sults of a measuring instrument.
Limitations
Limitations for both the Kuder Preference Record and
the Pupil Activity Record are suggested.
Kuder Preference Rec ord . -
1. The Kuder Preference Record was
designed for high school and
college students as well as for








fore, when used on eighth grade
pupils’ level, it is not possible
to overcome all vocabulary diffi-
culties. Furthermore, many given
items are not within the range
of experience of pupils this age.
2o The retarded reader and the child
with poor vision encounter diffi-
culties in applying the selective
method to many items.
3. Choice from given items with no
opportunity for free choice limits
the expression of interest.
4. No areas for sports, nature or
religion are included in the
Kuder Preference Record.
5. Cn a measured instrument of this
kind, the prevaricator may attempt
to show a false interest.
Pupil Activity Record . -
1. This study necessarily involves
much subjectivity, both in the
keeping of the anecdotal record
and the evaluation of ratings.
2. The success of the anecdotal record
method depends upon the outlook of
the teacher and the type of program
under which the teacher works.
3. Although reliability was secured in
evaluation of ratings, weighing of
evidence, and establishment of the
line of discrimination between rat-
ings could not escape the element
of subjectivity.
4. Pupils of this age group find it
difficult to recall and enumerate




Opinions of others regarding ac-
tivities may be tempered with per-






6. In an attempt to insure as great
a degree of accuracy as possible,
only the seventeen pupils in the
writer’s classroom were involved
in this study.
7. Opportunity of acquaintances with
and experience in varied activities
is greatly dependent upon environ-
ment
.
8. Freedom in expression of interests
may be restricted or encouraged ty
attitude of parents, teachers,
and others with whom the child
comes in contact.
Recommendations for Further Study
Educators expound profusely on the vital role played
by interests in the attainment of success. Acceptance of this
opinion is evidenced in the field of education by extensive
use of prescribed means for determining interests. If the
measure of interest is to be used as a counseling aid, valid-
ity of the instrument of measurement should be established.
The writer has limited this study to one instrument
and its use as a guidance aid in grade eight.
With knowledge of interests such a potent factor in
effective learning, the writer recommends:
1. More studies of various instruments
being used for measuring interests.
2. Further investigation into the role
of experience and its part in the
development of interests, particu-
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